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Abstract. We study a modification of the Quantifier Elimination (QE)
problem called Partial QE (PQE) for propositional CNF formulas. In
PQE, only a small subset of target clauses is taken out of the scope
of quantifiers. The appeal of PQE is that many verification problems,
e.g. equivalence checking and model checking, reduce to PQE and, intu-
itively, the latter should be much easier than QE. One can perform PQE
by adding a set of clauses depending only on free variables that make the
target clauses redundant. Proving redundancy of a target clause is done
by derivation of a “certificate” clause implying the former. This idea is
implemented in our PQE algorithm called START . It bears some simi-
larity to a SAT-solver with conflict driven learning. A major difference
here is that START backtracks when a target clause is proved redun-
dant in the current subspace (a conflict being just one of backtracking
conditions). We experimentally evaluate START on a practical problem.
We use this problem to show that PQE can be much easier than QE.
1 Introduction
Many verification problems reduce to Quantifier Elimination (QE). So, any
progress in QE is of great importance. In this paper, we consider propositional
CNF formulas with existential quantifiers. Given formula ∃X[F (X,Y )] where X
and Y are sets of variables, the QE problem is to find a quantifier-free formula
F ∗(Y ) such that F ∗ ≡ ∃X[F ]. Building a practical QE algorithm is hard: in the
worst case, finding F ∗(Y ) reduces to solving 2|Y | satisfiability (SAT) problems.
There are at least two ways of making QE easier to solve. First, one can
consider only instances of QE where |Y | is small. In particular, if |Y | = 0, QE
reduces to a SAT problem. This line of research featuring efficient verification
algorithms based on SAT (e.g. [2,27,6]) has gained great popularity. Another
way to address the complexity of QE suggested in [19] is to perform partial QE
(PQE). Given formula ∃X[F1(X,Y ) ∧ F2(X,Y )], the PQE problem is to find
a quantifier-free formula F ∗1 (Y ) such that F
∗
1 ∧ ∃X[F2] ≡ ∃X[F1 ∧ F2]. We will
say that formula F ∗1 is obtained by taking F1 out of the scope of quantifiers. We
will call F ∗1 a solution for the PQE problem above.
The appeal of PQE is threefold. First, in many verification problems, one
can replace QE with PQE (see Section 2). Second, intuitively, PQE should be
much simpler than QE when F1 is much smaller than F2. Third, quantifiers give
PQE extra semantic power over pure SAT-solving. For instance, an equivalence
checker based on PQE [14] enables construction of short resolution proofs of
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equivalence for a very broad class of structurally similar circuits. These proofs
are based on the notion of clause redundancy1 in a quantified formula and thus
cannot be generated by a traditional SAT-solver. In [15], it is shown that a PQE-
solver can compute the reachability diameter and so can turn bounded model
checking [2] into unbounded one (as opposed to a pure SAT-solver).
A solution F ∗1 (Y ) to the PQE problem can be found using the two obser-
vations below. First, (F1 ∧ F2) ⇒ F ∗1 (i.e. F1 ∧ F2 implies F ∗1 ). So F ∗1 can be
obtained by resolving clauses of F1∧F2. Second, F ∗1 ∧∃X[F1 ∧ F2] ≡ F ∗1 ∧∃X[F2].
Thus, a formula F ∗1 implied by F1 ∧F2 becomes a solution as soon as F ∗1 makes
the clauses of F1 redundant. Note that resolution alone is not sufficient to ex-
press redundancy in a quantified formula. Suppose, for instance, that a clause
C is redundant in ∃X[G(X) ∧ C]. In general, G 6⇒ C. So, one cannot certify
redundancy of C by resolving clauses of G to derive a clause K implying C.
In [17,16], we addressed the problem above by the machinery of D-sequents. A
D-sequent is a record claiming redundancy of a clause in a specified subspace.
The machinery of D-sequents has two flaws. First, the semantics of a D-sequent
is complicated, which makes it hard to prove the correctness of an algorithm
employing D-sequents. Second, to reuse a D-sequent in different branches of
the search tree, one has to keep a lot of contextual information. This makes
D-sequent reusing quite expensive.
The contribution of this paper is as follows. First, we show how the problem
above can be solved by combining resolution with adding clauses that preserve
equisatisfiability rather than equivalence. Then, in the example above, one can
always derive a clause K implying clause C to certify that the latter is redun-
dant in ∃X[G ∧ C]. The clause K is called a certificate clause. Importantly, the
semantics of certificates is easy and reusing certificate clauses does not require
storing any contextual information (as opposed to D-sequents). Second, we imple-
ment our approach in a PQE algorithm called START , an abbreviation of Single
TARgeT. At any given moment, START proves redundancy2 of only one clause
(hence the name “single target”). START is somewhat similar to a SAT-solver
with conflict driven learning. A major difference here is that START backtracks
as soon as a target clause is proved redundant in the current subspace (even if
no conflict occurred). Third, we provide an experimental evaluation of START
on the problem of computing range reduction (in the context of testing). Range
reduction can also be computed by QE. We use START and high-quality QE
tools like CADET [30] to show that PQE can be dramatically simpler than QE.
The main body3 of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lists some
verification problems that reduce to PQE. Basic definitions are provided in Sec-
1 A clause is a disjunction of literals (where a literal of a Boolean variable w is either w
itself or its negation w). So a CNF formula F is a conjunction of clauses: C1∧· · ·∧Ck.
We also consider F as the set of clauses {C1, . . . , Ck}. Clause C is redundant in
∃X[F ] if ∃X[F ] ≡ ∃X[F \ {C}].
2 By ”proving a clause C redundant” we mean showing that C is redundant after
adding some new clauses (if necessary).
3 Some additional information is provided in appendices.
tions 3-4. In Section 5, we give an example of the PQE problem. PQE by comput-
ing redundancy is introduced in Section 6. START is described in Sections 7-9.
Section 10 provides experimental results. Some background is given in Section 11.
In Section 12, we make conclusions.
2 Some applications of PQE
In this paper, we use a top-down approach to studying PQE. First, we argue the
importance of PQE even though no efficient PQE algorithm exists yet. Then we
start developing such an algorithm. (A more traditional approach is to proceed in
a bottom-up manner. First, a new efficient technique is developed e.g. BDDs [8]
or SAT-solving with clause learning [25,28] and then new verification tools are
built around it.) In this section, we justify our interest in PQE by listing some
well-known problems that reduce to PQE. One more such a problem is described
in Section 10.
SAT-solving. Let F (X) be a formula to check for satisfiability and ~x be a full
assignment to X. Let F1 and F2 denote the clauses of F falsified and satisfied
by ~x respectively. Checking the satisfiability of F reduces to finding a Boolean
constant F ∗1 such that F
∗
1 ∧ ∃X[F2] ≡ ∃X[F1 ∧ F2] (see [19]). F ∗1 is a constant
because all variables of F are quantified. If F ∗1 = 0, then F is unsatisfiable.
Otherwise, i.e. if F ∗1 = 1, formula F is satisfiable (since ~x satisfies F2).
Interpolation. Let A(X,Y ) ∧ B(Y, Z) be a formula where X,Y, Z are sets of
variables. Let A∗(Y ) be a formula such that ∃W [A ∧B] ≡ A∗ ∧ ∃W [B] where
W = X ∪Z. Assume A⇒ A∗ and A∧B ≡ 0. Then A∗ is an interpolant [10,27].
So, one can view interpolation as a special case of PQE [13].
Equivalence checking. Let N1(X1, Y1, z1) and N2(X2, Y2, z2) be single-output
combinational circuits to check for equivalence. Here Xi, Yi are sets of input and
internal variables and zi is the output variable of Ni, i = 1, 2. Let EQ(X1, X2)
specify the predicate such that EQ(~x1, ~x2) = 1 iff ~x1 = ~x2. Here ~xi is a full assign-
ment to Xi, i = 1, 2. Let formulas G1(X1, Y1, z1) and G2(X2, Y2, z2) specify
4 cir-
cuits N1 and N2 respectively. Let h(z1, z2) be a formula such that
∃W [EQ ∧G1 ∧G2] ≡ h ∧ ∃W [G1 ∧G2] where W = X1 ∪ Y1 ∪ X2 ∪ Y2. If h
specifies z1 ≡ z2, then N1 and N2 are equivalent. Otherwise, they are inequiva-
lent5 [14].
4 Let N(X,Y, Z) be a combinational circuit where X,Y, Z specify the sets of input,
internal and output variables of N respectively. A formula F (X,Y, Z) specifies the
circuit N , if every assignment satisfying F corresponds to a consistent assignment
to the variables of N and vice versa. An assignment to the variables of N is called
consistent if it is consistent for every gate G of N i.e. the value assigned to the
output variable of G is implied by the values assigned to the input variables of G.
5 There is one very rare exception here (see [14]). The fact that h does not specify
z1 ≡ z2 may also mean that both N1 and N2 implement the same Boolean constant
and hence are equivalent. This possibility can be checked by a few easy SAT calls.
Model checking. Let formulas T (S, S′) and I(S) specify the transition relation
and initial states of a system ξ respectively. Here S and S′ are sets of variables
specifying the present and next states respectively. Let Diam(I, T ) denote the
reachability diameter of ξ (i.e. every state of ξ is reachable in at most Diam(I, T )
transitions). Given a number n, one can use a PQE solver to check if n ≥
Diam(I, T ) as follows [15]. Let I0 = I(S0) and I1 = I(S1) and Wn = S0∪· · ·∪Sn
and Ti,i+1 = T (Si, Si+1) and G0,n = T0,1∧· · ·∧Tn−1,n. Testing if n ≥ Diam(I, T )
reduces to checking if ∃Wn[I1 ∧ I0 ∧G0,n+1] ≡ ∃Wn[I0 ∧G0,n+1] i.e. whether I1
is redundant. If so, then n ≥ Diam(I, T ) and to prove a safety property, it
suffices to run bounded model checking [2]. (Namely, it suffices to show that no
counterexample of length n or less exists.)
3 Basic Definitions
In this paper, we consider only propositional CNF formulas. In this section,
when we say “formula” without mentioning quantifiers, we mean a quantifier-
free formula.
Definition 1. Let F be a formula and X be a subset of variables of F . We will
refer to ∃X[F ] as an ∃CNF formula.
Definition 2. Let F be a formula. Vars(F ) denotes the set of variables of F
and Vars(∃X[F ]) denotes Vars(F ) \X.
Definition 3. Let V be a set of variables. An assignment ~q to V is a mapping
V ′ → {0, 1} where V ′ ⊆ V . We will refer to ~q as a full assignment to V
if V ′ = V . We will denote the set of variables assigned in ~q as Vars(~q). We
will denote as ~q ⊆ ~r the fact that a) Vars(~q) ⊆ Vars(~r) and b) every variable of
Vars(~q) has the same value in ~q and ~r.
Definition 4. Let C be a clause, H be a formula that may have quantifiers, and
~q be an assignment. C~q ≡ 1 if C is satisfied by ~q. Otherwise, C~q is the clause
obtained from C by removing all literals falsified by ~q. H~q denotes the formula
obtained from H by removing the clauses satisfied by ~q and replacing every clause
C unsatisfied by ~q with C~q.
Definition 5. Let ∃X[F (X,Y )] be an ∃CNF formula. A clause C of F is called
an X-clause if Vars(C) ∩ X 6= ∅.
Definition 6. Let G,H be formulas that may have quantifiers. We say that
G,H are equivalent, written G ≡ H, if for all assignments ~q where Vars(~q) ⊇
(Vars(G) ∪Vars(H)), we have G~q = H~q.
Definition 7. Let F be a formula and G ⊆ F and G 6= ∅. The clauses of G are
redundant in F if F ≡ (F \G). The clauses of G are redundant in ∃X[F ]
if ∃X[F ] ≡ ∃X[F \G].
Definition 8. The Quantifier Elimination (QE) problem specified by
∃X[F (X,Y )] is to find formula F ∗(Y ) such that F ∗ ≡ ∃X[F ].
Definition 9. The Partial QE (PQE) problem of taking F1 out of the scope
of quantifiers in ∃X[F1(X,Y ) ∧ F2(X,Y )] is to find formula F ∗1 (Y ) such that
∃X[F1 ∧ F2] ≡ F ∗1 ∧ ∃X[F2]. Formula F ∗1 is called a solution to PQE.
Remark 1. Note that if F ∗1 is a solution to the PQE problem above and a clause
C ∈ F ∗1 is implied by F2 alone, then F ∗1 \ {C} is a solution too. So F1 is not
redundant in ∃X[F1 ∧ F2] only if at least one clause of F ∗1 is not implied by F2.
4 Implication By Equisatisfiability
The relation of implication can be introduced via that of equivalence. Namely,
formula G is implied by formula F iff F ∧ G ≡ F . This observation can be
used for introducing implication with respect to equisatisfiability. This type of
implication is very useful in describing PQE by computing redundancy.
Definition 10. Let F (X,Y ) and G(X,Y ) be formulas and ∃X[F ∧G] ≡ ∃X[F ]
(and so (F ∧G)~y and F~y are equisatisfiable for every full assignment ~y to Y ).
We will say that G is es-implied by F with respect to Y . A clause C is called
an es-clause with respect to F and Y if it is es-implied by F with respect to Y .
We will use symbols⇒ and ⇒¨ to denote regular implication and es-implication
respectively. Note that if F ⇒ G, then F⇒¨G with respect to Y . However, the
opposite is not true. We will just say that F es-implies G without mentioning Y
if the latter is clear from the context or empty.
Definition 11. Let clauses C ′,C ′′ have opposite literals of exactly one variable
w ∈ Vars(C ′)∩Vars(C ′′). Then clauses C ′,C ′′ are called resolvable on w. The
clause C having all literals of C ′, C ′′ but those of w is called the resolvent of
C ′,C ′′ on w. The clause C is said to be obtained by resolution on w.
Definition 12. Let F (X,Y ) be a formula and C(X,Y ) be a clause. Let G be
the set of clauses of F resolvable with C on a variable w ∈ X. Let w = b where
b ∈ {0, 1} satisfy C. The clause C is called blocked in F at w with respect to Y
if (F \G)w=b ⇒¨Gw=b with respect to Y . (In particular, C is blocked if G is an
empty set.) This definition modifies that of a blocked clause given in [24,12].
Proposition 1. Let F (X,Y ) be a formula and C(X,Y ) be a clause blocked in
F at w ∈ X with respect to Y . Then F⇒¨C with respect to Y .
Proofs of the propositions are given in Appendix A.
5 A Simple Example Of PQE
In this section, we present an example of PQE by computing clause redundancy.
Let ∃X[C1 ∧ F ] be an ∃CNF where X = {x1, x2}, C1 = x1 ∨ x2, F = C2 ∧ C3,
C2 = y ∨ x1, C3 = y ∨ x2. The set Y of unquantified variables is {y}. Below, we
take C1 out of the scope of quantifiers by proving it redundant.
In subspace y=0, clauses C2, C3 are unit (i.e. one literal is unassigned, the
rest are falsified). After assigning x1=1, x2 = 0 to satisfy C2, C3, the clause
C1 is falsified. By conflict analysis [25], one derives the conflict clause C4 = y
(obtained by resolving C1 with clauses C2 and C3). Adding C4 to C1 ∧F makes
C1 redundant in subspace y = 0. Note that C1 is not redundant in ∃X[C1 ∧ F ]
in subspace y = 0. Formula F is satisfiable in subspace y = 0 whereas C1 ∧ F is
not. So, one has to add C4 to make C1 redundant in this subspace.
In subspace y = 1, C1 is blocked at x1. (C1 is resolvable on x1 only with C2
that is satisfied by y = 1 and hence is redundant in subspace y = 1.) So C1 is
redundant in formula ∃X[C4 ∧ F ] when y = 1. This redundancy can be certified
by the clause C5 = y ∨ x1 that implies C1 in subspace y = 1. Note that C5 is
blocked in formula C1∧C4∧F at x1 (because C5 and C2 are unresolvable on x1).
So, from Proposition 1 it follows that this formula es-implies C5 with respect to
{y}. (The construction of clauses like C5 is described in Subsection 7.4.) Adding
C5 is optional because C1 is already redundant in subspace y = 1.
By resolving clauses C4 and C5 one derives the clause C6 = x1 that implies
C1. The clause C6 serves just as a certificate of the global redundancy of C1.
Thus, like C5, it does not have to be added to the formula. So, ∃X[C1 ∧ F ∧ C4] ≡
C4 ∧ ∃X[F ]. Since C1 ∧ F implies C4, then ∃X[C1 ∧ F ] ≡ C4 ∧ ∃X[F ]. So C4 is
a solution to our PQE problem.
6 PQE By Proving Redundancy
In this section, we generalize the example of Section 5 where redundancy is
proved by branching. This generalization also sketches the main idea of START ,
a PQE algorithm described later. Consider the following PQE problem. Given a
formula F (X,Y ) and a clause Ctrg , find formula H(Y ) such that H ∧ ∃X[F ] ≡
∃X[Ctrg ∧ F ] (where “trg” stands for “target”). By assigning variables of X∪Y ,
one eventually reaches a subspace ~a where a clause implying Ctrg in this subspace
can be easily derived (which proves Ctrg redundant). One can derive two kinds
of clauses implying Ctrg in subspace ~a. (The clauses of both kinds are implied or
es-implied by the current formula F .) A clause of the first kind is derived using
Ctrg . Such a clause has to be added to the formula to guarantee that Ctrg is
redundant in subspace ~a. A clause of the second kind is derived without using
Ctrg . It just serves as a witness of the redundancy of Ctrg . So, adding such a
clause to the formula is optional.
By resolving clauses implying Ctrg in different branches one eventually derives
a clause K such that K ⇒ Ctrg and F⇒¨K. Then ∃X[Ctrg ∧ F ] ≡ ∃X[F ]. Let
H denote the clauses to F that were obtained using Ctrg (i.e. clauses of the first
kind). Let F ′ = F \H. Since (Ctrg ∧F ′)⇒¨H, then ∃X[Ctrg ∧ F ′] ≡ ∃X[H ∧ F ′].
Let F ini denote the initial version of formula F . Formula F ′ is obtained from
F ini by adding clauses of the second kind. These clauses are es-implied by F ini
with and without Ctrg (see Subsection 7.4). Thus, F
′ can be replaced with F ini
and so ∃X[Ctrg ∧ F ini ] ≡ ∃X[H ∧ F ini ]. If all clauses of H depend only on Y ,
H is a solution to the PQE problem at hand. Otherwise, one keeps applying the
algorithm above to the X-clauses of H (one by one) until H depends only on Y .
7 Introducing START
In this section, we give a high-level view of the PQE algorithm called START
(an abbreviation of Single TARgeT). A more detailed description of START is
presented in the next two sections. A proof of correctness of START is given in
Appendix C.
7.1 Main loop of START
START accepts formulas F1(X,Y ), F2(X,Y ) and set X and outputs formula
F ∗1 (Y ) such that ∃X[F1 ∧ F2] ≡ F ∗1 ∧∃X[F2]. The main loop of START is shown
in Fig. 1. We use symbol ’ ‖ ’ to separate in/out-parameters and in-parameters.
For instance, the line START (F1, F2 ‖X) means that F1, F2 are changed by
START (via adding/removing clauses) whereas the set X is not.
// λ denotes (Ctrg ,X,~a)
//
START (F1, F2 ‖X){
1while (true) {
2 Ctrg := PickXcls(F1)
3 if (Ctrg = nil) {
4 F ∗1 = F1
5 return(F ∗1 )}
6 ~a := ∅
7 K :=PrvRed(F1,F2‖λ)
8 if (Empty(K)) return(K)
9 F1 := F1 \ {Ctrg} }}
Fig. 1: Main loop
START runs a while loop that begins with pick-
ing an X-clause Ctrg ∈ F1 (line 2). We will refer to
Ctrg as the target clause. If F1 has no X-clauses,
it is the solution F ∗1 (Y ) returned by START (lines
3-5). Otherwise, START sets the initial assignment
~a to X ∪ Y to ∅ and invokes a procedure called
PrvRed to prove Ctrg redundant (line 7). The lat-
ter may require adding new clauses to F1 and F2.
In particular, PrvRed may add to F1 new X-clauses
to prove redundant in later iterations of the loop.
PrvRed returns a clause K certifying redundancy of
Ctrg (see Subsection 7.3). If K is an empty clause,
the initial formula F1 ∧ F2 is unsatisfiable. In this
case, PrvRed returns K as a solution (line 8). Oth-
erwise, K ⇒ Ctrg and K contains at least one lit-
eral of Ctrg . Besides, (F1∪F2)\{Ctrg}⇒¨K. START
removes Ctrg from F1 and begins a new iteration (line 9).
7.2 High-level view of PrvRed
The algorithm of PrvRed is similar to that of a SAT-solver [25]. PrvRed makes
decision assignments and runs Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP). In par-
ticular, PrvRed uses the notion of a decision level that consists of a decision
assignment and the implied assignments derived by BCP. The decision level
number 0 is an exception: it consists only of implied assignments. When a back-
tracking condition is met (e.g. Ctrg is blocked), PrvRed analyzes the situation
and generates a new clause. Then PrvRed backtracks to the lowest decision level
where an implied assignment can be derived from the learned clause. (Like a
SAT-solver backtracks to the lowest level where the conflict clause is unit.)
However, there are important differences between PrvRed and a SAT-solver.
First, the goal of PrvRed is to prove Ctrg redundant rather than find a satisfying
assignment. So, it enjoys a richer set of backtracking conditions. This set is
complete i.e. a backtracking condition is always met when assigning variables of
X ∪ Y . (More details are given in Subsection 8.2 and Appendix C.3.) Second,
PrvRed learns both conflict and non-conflict clauses (see the next subsection).
The type of derived clause depends on the backtracking condition met during
BCP. Third, when Ctrg becomes unit, PrvRed recursively calls itself to prove
redundancy of clauses of F1∧F2 resolvable with Ctrg on the unassigned variable
(see Subsection 8.3). Fourth, due to recursive calls, PrvRed backtracks differently
from a SAT-solver.
7.3 Clauses generated by START
PrvRed backtracks when it is able to generate a clause K implying Ctrg in the
current subspace ~a i.e. K~a ⇒ (Ctrg)~a. We call K a certificate clause (or just a
certificate for short) because it certifies the redundancy of Ctrg in subspace
6
~a. We will refer to K as a witness certificate if K is derived without using
Ctrg . Then K is es-implied by (F1 ∪ F2) \ {Ctrg} and so, adding K to F1 ∧ F2 is
optional. We will call K a participant-certificate if it is derived using clause
Ctrg . In this case, one cannot guarantee that K is es-implied (let alone implied)
by (F1 ∪F2) \ {Ctrg}. So to claim that Ctrg is redundant in ∃X[F1 ∧ F2] one has
to add K to F1 ∧ F2.
We will refer to K as a conflict certificate for Ctrg in subspace ~a if K~a
is an empty clause. (In this case, K~a trivially implies (Ctrg)~a.) If K~a implies
(Ctrg)~a not being empty, it is called a non-conflict certificate. In this case,
every literal l(w) of K where variable w is not assigned by ~a is present in Ctrg .
Definition 13. Let certificate K state redundancy of clause Ctrg in a subspace.
We will refer to the clause consisting of the literals of K that are not in Ctrg as
the conditional of K.
If the conditional of K is falsified in subspace ~a, then K~a ⇒ (Ctrg)~a. One
can derive an implied assignment from K when its conditional is unit like this
is done by a SAT-solver when a clause becomes unit (see the example below).
Example 1. Let K = y1∨x2∨x3 certify redundancy of Ctrg = x3∨x7 in subspace
~a = (y1 = 1, x2 = 0) i.e. K~a ⇒ (Ctrg)~a. The conditional of K is y1 ∨x2. Suppose
6 If ~a satisfies Ctrg , the latter is redundant in subspace ~a. However,PrvRed never
proves redundancy of Ctrg by making an assignment satisfying its literal. So, we
assume here that ~a does not satisfy Ctrg .
y1 = 1 but x2 is unassigned yet. Then the conditional of K is unit. Since K
proves Ctrg redundant if y1 = 1, x2 = 0, one can derive the assignment x2 = 1
directing search to a subspace where Ctrg is not proved redundant yet.
A conflict certificate derived by PrvRed can be either a participant-certificate
or a witness-certificate (depending on whether Ctrg is involved in the conflict at
hand). At the same time, all non-conflict certificates generated by PrvRed are
witness-certificates. So, PrvRed does not have to store non-conflict certificates
by adding them to F1 ∧F2. On the other hand, storing and reusing non-conflict
certificates in different branches of the search tree can dramatically boost the
performance of a PQE solver. Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, in the
current implementation of START , the full power of non-conflict certificates is
not exploited yet. The PrvRed procedure does not add non-conflict certificates
to the formula and so, these certificates are not reused at all (see Subsections 8.1
and 9.3 for more detail). The Recurse procedure does add the non-conflict cer-
tificates returned by PrvRed but they are removed from the formula as soon as
Recurse terminates.
7.4 Generation of a clause implying Ctrg when Ctrg is blocked
Let Ctrg be blocked in a subspace. Then PrvRed generates a clause K implying
Ctrg in this subspace such that (F1 ∪ F2) \ {Ctrg}⇒¨K with respect to Y . (The
clause K is an example of a non-conflict witness-certificate.) This is the only
case where START builds a clause that, in general, is not implied by the current
formula F1 ∧ F2. Below, we denote F1 ∧ F2 as F .
Proposition 2. Let F (X,Y ) be a formula and Ctrg be a clause of F . Let Ctrg
be blocked in F at w ∈ X with respect to Y in subspace ~q where w 6∈ Vars(~q).
Let l(w) be the literal of w that is in Ctrg . Let Ctrg be resolvable with all clauses
of F with l(w). Let K = C∗ ∨ l(w) where C∗ is the longest clause falsified by ~q.
Then K ⇒ Ctrg in subspace ~q and F \ {Ctrg}⇒¨K with respect to Y .
The clause C5 of Section 5 is an example of a clause built using Proposition 2.
One can show that the clause K of Proposition 2 is es-implied not only by
F \ {Ctrg} but by F as well (see Appendix A.2). If there is a non-empty set
R ⊆ F of clauses with literal l(w) that are unresolvable with Ctrg on w, one
needs to add to K extra literals of Ctrg . Namely, one needs to add a subset of
literals of Ctrg guaranteeing that K is also unresolvable on w with every clause
of R unsatisfied by ~q (see Appendix A.1).
8 START In More Detail
8.1 Description of the PrvRed procedure
The pseudo-code of PrvRed is shown in Fig 2. The objective of PrvRed is to
prove the current target clause Ctrg redundant in the subspace specified by an
assignment ~a to X ∪ Y . First, PrvRed stores the initial value of ~a that is used
later to identify the termination time of PrvRed (line 1).
// ξ denotes (F1, F2, X,Ctrg)
// φ denotes (ans, F1, F2,~a)
//
PrvRed(F1,F2 ‖Ctrg ,X,~a){
1 ~ainit := ~a
2 while (true) {
3 (v, b) :=MakeDec(ξ)
4 UpdQueue(Q ‖ v, b) }
5 (ans,Cimp ,Cfls) :=BCP(Q,~a‖ ξ)
6 if (ans = NoBcktr)
7 continue
−−−−−
8 (K,Kaux ) :=Lrn(φ,Cimp ,Cfls)
9 if (Confl(K) ∨ (Kaux 6= nil))
10 Store(F1, F2 ‖K,Kaux )
11 Backtrack(~a ‖K)
12 if (~a ⊆ ~ainit) return(K)
13 UpdQueue(Q ‖~a,K)}}
Fig. 2: The PrvRed procedure
The main work is done in a while loop
that is similar to the main loop of a SAT-
solver [25]. The operation of PrvRed in this
loop is partitioned into two parts separated
by the dotted line. The first part (lines 3-
7) starts with picking a new decision assign-
ment v = b and adding it to the assign-
ment queue Q (lines 3-4). Here v ∈ (X ∪ Y )
and b ∈ {0, 1}. The variables of Y are the
first to be assigned7 by PrvRed . So v ∈ X,
only if all variables of Y are assigned. If
v ∈ Vars(Ctrg), then v = b is picked so as
to falsify the corresponding literal of Ctrg .
(Ctrg is obviously redundant in a subspace
where it is satisfied.) Then PrvRed calls the
BCP procedure. If no backtracking condition
is met in BCP, PrvRed begins a new itera-
tion (lines 6-7). Otherwise, PrvRed goes to
the second part of the while loop where it
backtracks (since Ctrg is proved redundant
in subspace ~a). In particular, PrvRed backtracks if BCP returns a clause Cimp
implying Ctrg in subspace ~a or a clause Cfls falsified by ~a.
PrvRed starts the second part (lines 8-13) with calling the Lrn procedure to
generate a certificate K (line 8). In the situation described in Subsection 9.4,
Lrn also derives an auxiliary certificate Kaux . If K is a conflict certificate
8, it is
added to the formula (lines 9-10). If Lrn returns Kaux , it is also added to the
formula because Kaux is always a conflict certificate. If a clause of F1 is used in
generation of K, the latter is added to F1. Otherwise, K is added to F2. The
same rule applies to storing Kaux .
After that, PrvRed backtracks (line 11). If PrvRed reaches the subspace ~ainit ,
the redundancy of Ctrg in the required subspace is proved and PrvRed terminates
(lines 12). Otherwise, an assignment is derived from K or C and added to the
queue Q (line 13). This derivation is due to the fact that after backtracking, the
conditional of K or clause K itself become unit (see Subsection 9.3).
8.2 BCP
The main loop of BCP consists of two parts separated by the dotted line in Fig. 3.
BCP starts the first part (lines 2-7) with extracting an assignment w= b from
7 The final goal of PQE is to derive clauses depending only on Y that make the X-
clauses of F1 redundant. START facilitates achieving this goal by assigning variables
of X after those of Y . So, when backtracking, the variables of X are resolved out
before those of Y .
8 As mentioned earlier, in the current version of PrvRed , non-conflict certificates are
not added to formula F1 ∧ F2.
the assignment queue Q (line 2). It can be a decision assignment or one derived9
from a clause C of the original formula F1 ∧ F2 or a certificate K. If w = b
is derived from the target clause Ctrg , BCP calls Recurse to prove redundancy
of clauses that can be resolved with Ctrg on w (line 4). Why and how this is
done is explained in Subsection 8.3. BCP processes the unit clause Ctrg only if
all other assignments of the queue Q have been already made. Calling Recurse
modifies F1 ∧ F2 so that Ctrg gets blocked in subspace ~a or a clause falsified by
~a is added. (In either case, Ctrg is proved redundant in subspace ~a.) If w = b is
not derived from Ctrg , BCP just makes this assignment and updates the queue
Q by checking if new unit clauses have appeared (lines 6-7).
// η denotes (Ctrg ,X,~a,w)
//
BCP(Q,~a‖F1, F2, X,Ctrg) {
1 while (Q 6= ∅) {
2 (w, b, C,K) := Pop(Q ‖ )
3 if (C = Ctrg)
4 return(Recurse(F1,F2‖η))
5 else {
6 Assign(~a,Q ‖w,b,C,K)
7 UpdQueue(Q‖F1,F2,~a)}
− −−−−
8 Cimp :=Implied(Q,Ctrg)
9 if (Cimp 6= nil)
10 return(ImplTrg ,Cimp ,nil)
11 Cfls :=CheckCnfl(F1,F2,~a)
12 if (Cfls 6= nil)
13 return(Cnfl ,nil ,Cfls)
14 Cimp := Blk(F1,F2,~a,Ctrg)
15 if (Cimp 6= nil)
16 return(BlkTrg ,Cimp ,nil)}
17 return(NoBacktr ,nil ,nil)}
Fig. 3: The BCP procedure
In the second part (lines 8-16), BCP
checks the backtracking conditions. First,
BCP checks if the queue Q contains an assign-
ment derived from a clause Cimp that satisfies
Ctrg (line 8). The latter means that Cimp im-
plies Ctrg in subspace ~a. If so, BCP terminates
returning the backtracking condition ImplTrg
(lines 9-10). Otherwise, BCP checks if a clause
Cfls of F1∧F2 is falsified (lines 11-13). If Cfls
exists, one can make Ctrg redundant in the cur-
rent subspace by adding a conflict clause. Oth-
erwise, BCP checks if Ctrg is blocked (lines 14-
16). If so, then an es-clause Cimp implying Ctrg
in subspace ~a is generated (see Subsection 7.4).
If BCP empties the queue Q without meeting
a backtracking condition, it terminates return-
ing NoBacktr.
8.3 The case where Ctrg becomes unit
Now, we describe what PrvRed does when Ctrg
becomes unit. Consider the following example.
Let Ctrg = y1∨x2 and y1 = 0 in the current
assignment ~a and x2 not be assigned yet. Since
~a∪{x2 = 0} falsifies Ctrg , a SAT-solver would
derive x2 = 1. However, the goal of PrvRed is to prove Ctrg redundant rather
than check if F1 ∧ F2 is satisfiable. The fact that Ctrg is falsified in subspace
~a ∪ {x2 = 0} says nothing about whether it is redundant there.
To address the problem above, START recursively calls PrvRed to prove that
every clause of F1∧F2 that contains the literal x2 and is resolvable with Ctrg on
x2 is redundant in subspace ~a∪{x2 = 1}. This results in proving redundancy of
Ctrg in one of two ways. First, a clause falsified in subspace ~a is derived. Adding
9 For implied assignments, START maintains the same order constraint as for decision
ones. Namely, an implied assignment to a variable of X is made only if all variables
of Y are already assigned (see Appendix B).
it to F1∧F2 makes Ctrg redundant in this subspace. Second, PrvRed proves every
clause resolvable with Ctrg on x2 redundant in subspace ~a ∪ {x2 = 1} without
generating a clause falsified by ~a. Then Ctrg is blocked at variable x2 in subspace
~a (see Definition 12) and thus is redundant there.
// F denotes F1 ∪ F2
//
Recurse(F ‖Ctrg ,X,~a,w){
1 G := ∅
2 while (true) {
3 B :=SelCls(F,Ctrg ,w)
4 if (B = nil) break
5 ~a∗ := ~a ∪ {w = d}
6 K :=PrvRed(F‖B,X, ~a∗)
7 if (w ∈ Vars(K))
8 Resolve(K ‖Ctrg ,w)
9 if (Confl(K)) {
10 F := F \G
11 return(Cnfl ,nil ,K)}
12 G := G ∪ {K}
13 F := F ∪ {K} }
14 Cimp :=Blk(F,G,~a,Ctrg , w)
15 F := F \G
16 return(Blk ,Cimp ,nil)}
Fig. 4: The Recurse procedure
The recursive calls of PrvRed are made by
procedure Recurse (line 4 of Fig. 3). Recurse
starts with setting to ∅ the set G meant to
accumulate non-conflict certificates. The main
body of Recurse consists of a while loop (lines
2-13 of Fig. 4). First, Recurse selects a clause
B resolvable with Ctrg on variable w that
is neither satisfied nor proved redundant yet
(line 3). Here w is the only unassigned variable
of Ctrg . If B does not exist, Recurse breaks
the loop (line 4). Otherwise, it calls PrvRed to
check the redundancy of B in subspace ~a∗. The
assignment ~a∗ is obtained from ~a by adding
w = d satisfying Ctrg where d ∈ {0, 1}. PrvRed
generates a certificate K stating the redun-
dancy of B in subspace ~a∗ (line 6). If K con-
tains the variable w, the former is replaced
with the resolvent of K and Ctrg on w (line
8). So, the new clause K does not depend on
w and K will not be selected as a new clause
to be proved redundant in line 3. If K is a
conflict certificate, after removing variable w
it is falsified by ~a. So Recurse removes10 the certificates accumulated in G and
terminates (lines 9-11).
If K is a non-conflict certificate, Recurse adds it to G and F1∧F2 and starts
a new iteration (lines 12-13). Adding K implying B to the formula means the
clause B can be ignored until Recurse is done looping. Once looping is over,
every clause B resolvable with Ctrg on w is either satisfied or proved redundant
in subspace ~a∗. Hence, Ctrg is blocked at w. Recurse generates a clause Cimp
implying Ctrg in subspace ~a, removes the certificates of G and terminates (lines
14-16). The clause Cimp is built using Proposition 2 and the certificates of G
(see the example below).
Example 2. Let X = {x1, x2, x3, . . . } and Y = {y1, y2, y3}. Suppose F1 ∧ F2
contains (among others) the clauses C1 = y3 ∨ x1, C2 = x1 ∨ x2, C3 = x1 ∨
x3. Let C1, C2, C3 be the only clauses of F1 ∧ F2 depending on x1. Let C1 be
the current target clause and the current assignment ~a to X ∪ Y be equal to
(y1 = 0, y2 = 0, y3 = 0). Then the target clause C1 turns into the unit clause x1
in subspace ~a. So, BCP calls the Recurse procedure to prove redundancy of C2
10 Note that Recurse does not remove the clauses of the original formula (even if they
are proved redundant). So any non-conflict certificate added to the current formula
by Recurse can be safely removed (since such a removal preserves equisatisfiability).
and C3 in subspace ~a∗ where ~a∗ is ~a ∪ {x1 = 1}. That is the only free variable
of C1 in subspace ~a is assigned the value satisfying C1.
Suppose that the call of PrvRed made by Recurse to prove C2 redundant in
subspace ~a∗ returns the non-conflict certificate K ′ = y1 ∨ x2 (implying C2 in
subspace ~a∗). Suppose that another call of PrvRed proves redundancy of C3 in
subspace ~a∗ by deriving the non-conflict certificate K ′′ = y2 ∨ x3 (implying C3
in subspace ~a∗). Since both C2 and C3 are redundant in subspace ~a∗, the target
clause C1 is blocked in subspace ~a at variable x1. In reality, C1 is blocked even
in subspace (y1 = 0, y2 = 0) because K
′ and K ′′ still imply C2 and C3 in this
subspace. Then one can use Proposition 2 to derive the clause K = y1∨y2∨x1. It
consists of the literals falsified by (y1 = 0, y2 = 0) and the literal x1 of the target
clause C1. On one hand, (F1∪F2)\{Ctrg}⇒¨K. On the other hand, K~a ⇒ (C1)~a.
So K certifies the redundancy of C1 in subspace ~a.
9 Generation Of New Clauses And Backtracking
9.1 Generation of new clauses
When BCP reports a backtracking condition, the Lrn procedure generates a
certificate K (line 10 of Fig 2). We will refer to the decision level where a back-
tracking condition is met as the event level. Lrn generates a conflict certificate
K if a) BCP finds a falsified clause Cfls and b) no implied assignment of the
event level relevant to falsifying Cfls is derived from a non-conflict certificate.
(If this is not the case, Lrn also generates an auxiliary non-conflict certificate
Kaux , see Subsection 9.4.) A conflict certificate K is a participant-certificate
if its derivation involves Ctrg . (So, to guarantee that Ctrg is redundant in the
current subspace one has to add K to the formula.) Otherwise, K is a witness-
certificate showing that Ctrg is already redundant in the current subspace. In
all other cases i.e. when Ctrg is blocked or implied by an existing clause of the
formula, Lrn generates a non-conflict certificate K. All non-conflict certificates
are witness-certificates.
A conflict certificate K is built by Lrn as a conflict clause is constructed
by a regular SAT-solver [25]. Originally K is equal to the clause Cfls falsified
in subspace ~a that is returned by BCP. Then Lrn resolves out literals of K
falsified by assignments derived at the event level by BCP. This procedure stops
when only one literal of K is assigned at the event level. (So after backtracking
K becomes unit and an assignment can be derived from it.). A non-conflict
certificate K is built as follows. Originally, K is equal to the clause Cimp returned
by BCP that implies Ctrg in subspace ~a. Lrn also resolves out literals of K
falsified by assignments derived at the event level. The difference here is twofold.
First, in a non-conflict certificate, only the literals of its conditional are certainly
falsified by ~a (see Definition 13) as opposed to a conflict certificate. Second, in a
non-conflict certificate, the requirement is that only one literal of its conditional
is assigned at the event level. (This guarantees that the conditional of K becomes
unit after backtracking and an implied assignment can be derived from K.)
Besides, this literal is required to be assigned by the decision assignment of the
event level (unless it is the decision level number 0).
Example 3. Suppose X = {x1, x2, x3, . . . }, Y = {y} and F1∧F2 contains (among
others) the clauses C1 = y ∨ x1, C2 = x1 ∨ x2, C3 = x2 ∨ x3. Suppose C3 is the
current target clause and PrvRed makes the decision assignment y = 0. Since
C1 becomes unit, BCP derives x1 = 1. Then C2 turns into the unit clause
x2 that implies C3. So BCP terminates returning the backtracking condition
ImplTrg and clause C2 as implying the current target C3 (line 10 of Fig. 3). The
assignment ~a at this point is equal to (y = 0, x1 = 1). Then the Lrn procedure
is called to generate a non-conflict certificate K. Originally, K = C2. It contains
the literal x1 falsified by the assignment x1 = 1 derived at the event level. To get
rid of x1, Lrn resolves K and the clause C1 from which x1 = 1 is derived. The
new clause K is equal to y ∨ x2. It implies C3 under assignment ~a and only the
decision assignment y = 0 falsifies a literal of C3 at the event level. So K is the
required certificate. Note that only the conditional of K (consisting of literal y)
is falsified by ~a. The clause K itself is not falsified by ~a since x2 is unassigned.
9.2 New proof obligations
If a certificate K is an X-clause, adding it to the formula may create a new
proof obligation. It is fulfilled in one of two ways. Let an X-clause of F1 be used
to build K (by resolution). Then K is added to F1 and proved redundant by a
future call of PrvRed in the main loop of START (Fig. 1, line 7). Let K be a
descendant of a clause B selected by procedure Recurse as the new target from
clauses sharing the same literal l(w) of variable w (Fig. 4, line 3). The clause
B is proved redundant by a recursive call of PrvRed (Fig. 4, line 6). If w is not
resolved out during generation of K, the latter has the same literal l(w) as B.
So the redundancy of K is proved by a future call of PrvRed (Fig. 4, line 6).
9.3 Backtracking
After generating a certificate K, PrvRed calls the Backtrack procedure (line 11
of Fig. 2). Since Recurse may recursively call PrvRed with a new target clause,
PrvRed backtracks differently from a SAT-solver. Let d1 denote the decision
level where the current call of PrvRed was made. For the target clause of PrvRed
called in the main loop of START , d1 = 0. Let d2 denote the largest decision
level where K is unit (if K is a conflict certificate) or the conditional of K is
unit (if K is a non-conflict certificate). If d1 < d2, then redundancy of Ctrg in
the required subspace is not proved yet. So Backtrack returns to the level d2.
This mimics what a SAT-solver does after a conflict clause is derived. However,
if d1 >= d2, proving Ctrg redundant in the required subspace is finished. If the
current call of PrvRed is made by the Recurse procedure, Ctrg loses its status
of the target clause. PrvRed returns to level d1 and the current call of PrvRed
terminates. As we mentioned earlier, if K is a non-conflict certificate, it is not
reused in the current version of START . K is kept as long as its conditional
remains unit and so an assignment is derived from K. As soon as backtracking
unassigns at least two literals of the conditional of K, the latter is discarded.
9.4 Conflicts involving non-conflict certificates
Let Cfls be the clause returned by BCP as falsified by the current assignment ~a.
Suppose that at least one assignment contributing to falsifying Cfls was derived
at the event level from a non-conflict certificate. Let w = b be the last of such
assignments. If Cfls is not the target clause Ctrg , Lrn derives a non-conflict K as
described in Subsection 9.1. Here K just shows that Ctrg is already redundant
11
in subspace ~a i.e. K is a witness-certificate.
Now, let Cfls =Ctrg . SupposeK is built as a non-conflict certificate. Since Ctrg
is involved, K is a participant-certificate that needs to be added to the formula.
On the other hand, since other non-conflict certificates are used to generate K,
the latter contains some literals of Ctrg . If K is an X-clause, adding K to the
formula creates a new proof obligation. In particular, if K consists of a subset of
literals of Ctrg , one replaces the original proof obligation of showing redundancy
of Ctrg with a bigger one. (Proving redundancy of a shorter clause is harder.)
Lrn addresses the problem above by generating two certificates: a conflict
participant-certificate Kaux and a non-conflict witness-certificate K. (The sub-
script ’aux’ stands for ’auxiliary’.) Adding Kaux to the formula makes Ctrg re-
dundant in subspace ~a and K is just a witness that Ctrg is already redundant
in subspace ~a. Kaux is generated as a regular conflict certificate until the assign-
ment w = b above is reached. Then Lrn uses Kaux as a starting clause falsified
by ~a and generates a non-conflict certificate K as described in Subsection 9.1.
Example 4. Let F1 = C1 where C1 = x1 ∨ x2. Let F2 = C2 ∧ C3 ∧ . . . where
C2 = y ∨ x1, C3 = y ∨ x2. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . }. Let C1 be our target clause.
Suppose that START derived the non-conflict certificate C4 = y ∨ x1 to show
that C1 is redundant in subspace y = 1. The conditional of C4 is the unit clause
y. After deriving C4, START backtracks to the decision level number 0, the
lowest level where the conditional of C4 is unit. Then START makes the implied
assignment y = 0 turning clauses C2, C3 into unit. This entails derivation of
assignments x1 = 0 and x2 = 0 falsifying the target clause C1. So, the current
assignment ~a equals (y = 0, x1 = 0, x2 = 0).
Assume Lrn builds a non-conflict certificate K using the procedure described
in Subsection 9.1. Originally, K is equal to the falsified clause C1. By resolving K
with clauses C2, C3 and clause C4 (from which y = 0 was derived) one generates
the certificate K = x1. Since the target clause was used to build K the latter
has to be added to the formula (i.e. K is a participant-certificate). Besides, since
C1 ∈ F1, the clause K is added to F1. So one replaces proving the redundancy
of C1 = x1 ∧ x2 with a harder problem of proving redundancy of K = x1.
11 Recall that if Ctrg is unit, PrvRed is recursively called with a new target. So, no
assignment is derived from Ctrg in the current version of PrvRed . Hence, if Cfls 6=
Ctrg , then Ctrg is not used in the conflict and so is redundant in subspace ~a.
One can fix the problem above by deriving two certificates: the conflict certifi-
cate C5=y and the non-conflict C6=x1. The certificate C5 is derived by resolving
the falsified clause C1 with C2 and C3. One can view C5 as obtained by breaking
the process of generating a non-conflict certificate. This break occurs when the
assignment y = 0 (derived from the non-conflict certificate C4) is reached. Since,
the target clause C1 is used to derive C5, the latter is a participant-certificate.
Adding C5 to F1 ∧ F2 makes C1 redundant in subspace y = 0.
Building the certificate C6 can be viewed as completing the process of certifi-
cate generation interrupted by assignment y = 0. Only now the certificate C5 is
used as the initial clause falsified by ~a (instead of the original falsified clause C1).
The clause C6 is obtained by resolving C5 (that made C1 redundant in subspace
y = 0) with the certificate C4 (showing redundancy of C1 in subspace y = 1).
Importantly, the target clause C1 is not used when generating C6. So the latter
is a witness-certificate of the global redundancy of C1 in ∃X[F1 ∧ F2 ∧ C5].
10 Experimental Results
Since PQE is a new problem, no established set of benchmarks exists. To evaluate
our implementation12 of START , we used the problem of computing range re-
duction [18]. We picked this problem for three reasons. First, it has an important
application in the context of testing. Second, one can use this problem to show
that PQE can be much easier than QE. Third, since it is a new problem, even the
current implementation of START that does not reuse non-conflict certificates
(see Subsection 9.3) can make a mark. Once START matures implementation-
wise, it can be applied to other problems e.g. those listed in Section 2.
Let N(X,Y, Z) be a combinational circuit where X,Y, Z are sets of input,
internal and output variables. Suppose one applies random tests (i.e. full as-
signments to X) to check if N produces erroneous outputs. In many cases,
tests producing erroneous outputs are rare and so are hard to generate ran-
domly. One can mitigate this problem as follows. Let formula F (X,Y, Z) specify
N (see Footnote 4). The range of N , i.e. the set of outputs produced by N ,
is specified by ∃W [F ] where W = X ∪ Y . Let G(X) be a formula such that
∃W [G ∧ F ] ≡ ∃W [F ]. Then the set of tests satisfying G preserves the range
of N . That is for every test ~x′ falsifying G there is a test ~x′′ satisfying G that
produces the same output as ~x′. Checking if G preserves the range of N reduces
to verifying the redundancy of G in ∃W [G ∧ F ] i.e. to PQE. The benefit of using
a range preserving constraint G is that one can explore only tests satisfying G
and still guarantee that every erroneous output can be produced.
12 As we mentioned earlier, a proof of correctness of START is given in Appendix C.
To increase confidence that our implementation of START is correct as well, we
verified its results on a large number of formulas (see Appendix E).
10.1 Description of experiments
As examples of realistic combinational circuits, we used 555 transition relations
of sequential circuits from the HWMCC-10 set13. To decrease the size of the
problem to consider, we used the following idea. Let N be a subcircuit of M
such that a) N has the same input variables as M and b) the output gates of N
form a cut in M . Then if an input constraint G preserves the range of N , it also
preserves the range of M . (However, the opposite is not necessarily true.) So, in
the experiments, we replaced the circuit M specifying a transition relation with
a subcircuit N described above. More details are given in Appendix D.
Let formula F (X,Y, Z) specify a circuit N . The input constraints we tried
in experiments were generated as follows. First, we selected a subset X ′ of input
variables X and for every variable x ∈ X ′ we considered the two input con-
straints specified by unit clauses x and x. (The construction of X ′ is described
in Appendix D. The size of X ′ was limited by 50. We used X ′ instead of X just
to make experiments less time consuming.) So, for every circuit N , we gener-
ated 2 ∗|X ′| problems of checking if l(x) was redundant in ∃W [l(x) ∧ F ] where
W = X ∪ Y and l(x) is x or x. The redundancy of l(x) means that fixing x at
the value satisfying l(x) preserves the range of N . So it is sufficient to generate
only tests satisfying l(x). Checking redundancy of l(x) is performed in two steps.
First, START generates a formula H(Z) such that H ∧∃W [F ] ≡ ∃W [l(x) ∧ F ].
Then one searches for a clause C ∈ H that is not implied by F (see Remark 1).
If C does not exist, then l(x) is redundant and the range of N remains intact if
x is fixed at the value satisfying l(x). Otherwise, the range changes.
Table 1: Results of START . The time
limit is 1 sec.
#circs #probs #slvd #succ. constr.
#probs #circs
555 36,556 19,162 1,902 105
The results of START are given in
Table 1. The first column shows the
number of circuits. The second column
gives the total number of PQE prob-
lems i.e. the sum of 2∗|X ′| over 555 cir-
cuits. The third column shows the num-
ber of PQE problems solved by START
in the time limit of 1 second. The fourth
column gives the number of solved problems where l(x) was redundant in
∃W [l(x) ∧ F ] (and so one could fix the value of x without changing the range of
N). The last column shows the number of circuits N where the value of at least
one variable x ∈ X ′ can be fixed without changing the range of N .
10.2 Comparing complete and partial QE
As we mentioned above, the range of a circuit N specified by formula F (X,Y, Z)
is defined as ∃W [F ] where W = X ∪ Y . This range can be computed by finding
formula F ∗(Z) such that F ∗ ≡ ∃W [F ] i.e. by QE. To check if fixing a variable
13 The HWMCC-10 set consists of 758 benchmarks encoding safety properties. Some
benchmarks specify different properties of the same sequential circuit. So the number
of different transition relations (555) is smaller than that of benchmarks.
x ∈ X ′ at the value satisfying l(x) preserves the range of N , one can perform the
following two steps. First, the ranges of unconstrained and constrained N are
computed by solving QE for ∃W [F ] and ∃W [l(x) ∧ F ] respectively. Second, the
results of QE are checked for equivalence. On the other hand, one can solve the
same problem (of testing if the constraint l(x) affects the range of N) by PQE i.e.
by checking if l(x) is redundant in ∃W [l(x) ∧ F ] as described in Subsection 10.1.
In this subsection, we compare solving the problem at hand by QE and PQE.
We consider three QE tools. The first tool is START itself. (One can always use
a PQE algorithm to perform complete QE by taking all clauses with quantified
variables out of the scope of quantifiers.) The second tool uses BDDs and is
based on the package CUDD [33]. The third tool called CADET [30] is a highly
efficient SAT-based algorithm for computing Skolem functions.
Table 2: Comparison of QE and
PQE in the number of unsolved cir-
cuits (out of 555)
time QE PQE
limit (s.) start bdds cadet start
1 503 495 410 83
10 465 451 361 21
60 431 429 298 14
QE and PQE are compared in Ta-
ble 2. The first column gives the time limit.
The following four columns show the num-
ber of unsolved circuits (out of 555) for
QE (START , BDDs, CADET) and PQE
(START ). We considered a circuit as un-
solved if none of the 2∗ |X ′| problems were
finished in the time limit. Let Tcon (respec-
tively Tunc) denote the runtime for com-
puting the range of constrained (respec-
tively unconstrained) circuit by QE. We
used Tcon + Tunc/(2 ∗ |X ′|) as the runtime for solving one problem by QE
(because the same range of the unconstrained circuit was used for all 2 ∗ |X ′|
constrained circuits and so it was computed only once). We ignored the runtime
required to check the equivalence of ranges of constrained and unconstrained
circuits. Note that Tcon + Tunc/(2 ∗ |X ′|) ≈ Tcon . So we essentially compare the
run time of QE and PQE on formula ∃W [l(x) ∧ F ] where QE takes the entire
formula out of the scope of quantifiers and PQE takes out only l(x).
Table 2 shows that CADET and BDDs outperform START used as a QE
algorithm. This can be attributed to two factors. First, CADET and BDDs
represent the resulting formula implicitly via introducing new variables whereas
START generates its result in terms of the output variables of N . Second, as
we mentioned earlier, the current implementation of START does not reuse
non-conflict certificates. (This essentially means that START does not do any
learning in the subspaces where formula l(x)∧F is satisfiable.) However, even the
best QE tool is drastically outperformed by START when it solves the problem
at hand by PQE. In particular, the PQE tool has fewer unsolved circuits with
the time limit of 1 sec. (83 circuits) than the QE tools with the time limit of 60
sec. (431, 429 and 298 circuits for START , BDDs and CADET respectively).
Importantly, there is no straightforward way to use CADET and BDDs for
PQE. The reason why START can easily perform both QE and PQE is that
it employs redundancy based reasoning. This type of reasoning can be called
structural because redundancy is a structural rather than a semantic property.
(Redundancy of a clause in a formula cannot be expressed in terms of the truth
table of this formula. In particular, redundancy of a clause C in formula G′ does
not entail redundancy of C in formula G′′ logically equivalent to G′.) On the
other hand, CADET and BDDs employ semantic reasoning. A BDD represents
the truth table of a formula as a network of multiplexers whereas CADET does
the same via a set of Skolem functions.
10.3 Comparing START and DS-PQE
DS -PQE [19] is the only PQE algorithm we are aware of (other than START ). It
is based on the machinery of D-sequents [17,16], where a D-sequent is a record
claiming redundancy of a clause in a specified subspace. The main difference
between DS -PQE and START is that the former proves redundancy of many
target clauses at once. (So, DS -PQE backtracks only if all target clauses are
proved redundant in the current subspace, which may lead to generating deep
search trees.) DS -PQE and START are similar in that they do not reuse D-
sequents and non-conflict certificates respectively. However, as we mentioned in
the introduction, reusing D-sequents is very expensive, i.e. it is problematic in
principle. On the other hand, reusing certificates of all kinds is cheap.
Table 3: START versus
DS -PQE . The time limit is
1 sec.
#circs #same #less #more
555 200 54 301
In Table 3 we compare START and
DS -PQE . The first column gives the number
of circuits used in this experiment. The sec-
ond column shows the number of circuits where
START and DS -PQE solved the same number
of problems (out of 2∗|X ′|) in the time limit of 1
second per problem. The last two columns give
the number of circuits where START solved less
and more PQE problems per circuit than DS -PQE . Table 3 demonstrates that
START outperforms DS -PQE even without reusing non-conflict certificates.
This is very encouraging given that such reusing should drastically boost the
performance of START .
11 Some Background
In this section, we discuss some research relevant to our approach to PQE.
Information on complete QE for propositional logic can be found in [8,9] (BDD
based) and [26,21,11,20,7,22,4,3,30] (SAT based).
The ability to add blocked clauses (that are a special case of es-clauses)
makes resolution exponentially more powerful [23]. So, START has potentially
more deduction power than a common resolution based SAT-solver. In general,
using the full capacity of a powerful non-deterministic proof in a deterministic
algorithm is a tall order. Extra power comes at the expense of dramatically
increasing the space of possible proofs, which makes finding short proofs much
harder [5,1]. The good news is that in START , building an es-clause seems to
be as natural as generating a conflict clause. Similarly to the latter, an es-clause
is generated every time a backtracking event occurs.
There is some similarity between our approach and the QE algorithm
CADET [30] we used in Section 10. CADET also adds clauses (called deci-
sion clauses) that, in general, are not implied by the formula. However, CADET
just guesses those clauses rather than derives them. If adding a decision clause
makes the formula at hand unsatisfiable in a subspace, it has to be replaced with
another guessed clause. This works fine when solving QE via building Skolem
functions. However, it is not clear if this approach can be extended to PQE [29].
One of the challenges of operating on quantified formulas is the necessity to
deal with a large number of satisfiable formulas. Consider for instance the QE
problem specified by ∃X[F (X,Y )]. To find a solution to this problem, one needs
to check satisfiability of every formula F~y where ~y is a full assignment to Y . The
problem here is that to prove F~y unsatisfiable it suffices to find an unsatisfiable
subset of clauses whereas a satisfying assignment has to satisfy every clause of
F~y. In other words, a satisfying assignment is global whereas an unsatisfiable
core is local. (For infinite formulas, this fact is not trivial and is expressed by
the compactness theorem [31].) This makes enumeration of satisfiable formulas
F~y very hard as opposed to unsatisfiable formulas that often share the same
unsatisfiable core. Some solutions addressing this issue have been suggested in
the past (e.g. see [32]). Redundancy based reasoning provides a radical solution
to this problem by avoiding generation of satisfying assignments. Importantly,
START often backtracks long before a satisfying assignment is reached. This is
possible because, in many cases, redundancy of a clause can be proved locally.
12 Conclusions
We consider Partial Quantifier Elimination (PQE) on propositional CNF formu-
las with existential quantifiers. In PQE, only a small part of the formula is taken
out of the scope of quantifiers. In many verification problems one can use PQE
instead of complete QE. We solve PQE by redundancy based reasoning. Our
main conclusions are as follows. First, by using a one-target-at-a-time approach
one can solve PQE by a SAT-solver-like algorithm. Second, such an algorithm
has a good chance of being quite efficient. Third, as we show experimentally by
the example of computing range reduction, PQE can be much simpler than QE.
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Appendix
A Proofs
A.1 Propositions from Sections 4 and 7
Lemma 1 below is used in the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 1. Let F (X) be a formula and C(X) be a clause blocked in F at w.
Then F⇒¨C.
Proof. To show that F es-implies C, one needs to prove that ∃X[F ∧ C] ≡ ∃X[F ]
i.e. that F ∧C and F are equisatisfiable. Assume the contrary. Since F ∧C ⇒ F ,
the only possibility here is that F is satisfiable whereas F ∧C is not. Let ~x be a
full assignment to X satisfying F . Since F ∧C is unsatisfiable, ~x falsifies C. Let
~x∗ be the assignment obtained from ~x by flipping the value of w. Let G be the
set of clauses of F resolvable with C on w. Let w = b where b ∈ {0, 1} satisfy C.
(So w is assigned the value b in ~x∗, because ~x falsifies C). As we show below, ~x∗
satisfies F \ G. So (F \G)w=b is satisfiable. By definition of a blocked clause,
Gw=b is es-implied by (F \G)w=b . So formula Fw=b is satisfiable as well. Since
w = b satisfies C, (F ∧ C )w=b is satisfiable. Hence formula F ∧ C is satisfiable
and we have a contradiction.
Let us fulfill our obligation to prove that ~x∗ satisfies F \ G. Assume the
contrary i.e. ~x∗ falsifies a clause D of F \G. Assume that D does not contain the
variable w. Then D is falsified by the assignment ~x and hence the latter does not
satisfy F . So we have a contradiction. Now, assume that D contains w. Then D
is resolvable with C on w and D ∈ G. So D cannot be in F \G and we have a
contradiction again.
Proposition 1. Let F (X,Y ) be a formula and C(X,Y ) be a clause blocked in
F at w ∈ X with respect to Y . Then F⇒¨C with respect to Y .
Proof. One needs to show that for every full assignment ~y to Y , (F ∧ C)~y and
F~y are equisatisfiable. If ~y satisfies C, it is trivially true. Assume that ~y does not
satisfy C. Since C~y is blocked in F~y at w, from Lemma 1 if follows that F~y ⇒¨C~y.
Proposition 2. Let F (X,Y ) be a formula and Ctrg be a clause of F . Let Ctrg
be blocked in F at w ∈ X with respect to Y in subspace ~q where w 6∈ Vars(~q).
Let l(w) be the literal of w that is in Ctrg . Let Ctrg be resolvable with all clauses
of F with l(w). Let K = C∗ ∨ l(w) where C∗ is the longest clause falsified by ~q.
Then K ⇒ Ctrg in subspace ~q and F \ {Ctrg}⇒¨K with respect to Y .
Proof. Let Q denote F \{Ctrg}. One needs to show that for every full assignment
~y to Y , (K ∧Q)~y and Q~y are equisatisfiable. If ~y satisfies K, it is trivially true.
Let ~y not satisfy K. Assume the contrary i.e. (K ∧Q)~y and Q~y are not equisat-
isfiable. Since, (K ∧Q)~y ⇒ Q~y, the only possibility here is that Q~y is satisfiable
whereas (K ∧Q)~y is not. Let ~p be a full assignment to X ∪Y satisfying Q where
~y ⊆ ~p. Since (K ∧Q)~y is unsatisfiable, ~p falsifies K. This means that ~q ⊆ ~p.
Recall that the clause Ctrg is blocked in subspace ~q at w. Using the reasoning
of Lemma 1 one can show the existence of ~p′ where ~y ⊆ ~p′ that satisfies formula
Q and the literal l(w). Then ~p′ satisfies K and hence (K ∧Q)~y is satisfiable. So
we have a contradiction.
Remark 2. One can easily extend Proposition 2 to the case where there are
clauses of F with literal l(w) that are not resolvable with Ctrg on w. Denote
the set of such clauses as R. In this case, one may need to add more literals of
Ctrg to K. The objective of adding such literals is to guarantee that K is also
unresolvable on w with the clauses of R unsatisfied by ~q. Assume that this is the
case. Then the proof of Proposition 2 can be reused to show that the extended
clause K is es-implied by F \ {Ctrg} with respect to Y .
A.2 Special case where es-implication behaves like implication
Let F be a formula and C be a clause of F and K be a clause. If F \ {C} ⇒
K, then F ⇒ K too. Note, however, that this claim does not extend to es-
implication. (That is F \ {C}⇒¨K does not entail F⇒¨K.) Lemma 2 describes a
special case where the claim above holds for es-implication as well.
Lemma 2. Let F , Ctrg and K be formula and clauses from Proposition 2. (So
F \{Ctrg}⇒¨K with respect to Y and Ctrg and K share literal l(w).) Then F⇒¨K
with respect to Y .
Proof. Let ~y be a full assignment to Y . Assume the contrary i.e. (K ∧ F )~y and
F~y are not equisatisfiable. Since (K ∧ F )~y ⇒ F~y, the only possibility here is that
F~y is satisfiable whereas (K ∧ F )~y is not. Let ~p be a full assignment to X ∪ Y
satisfying F~y where ~y ⊆ ~p. Assume that ~p satisfies l(w). Then ~p satisfies K and
hence (K ∧ F )~y is satisfiable. So, we have a contradiction.
Now assume that ~p falsifies l(w). Since formula (K ∧ F )~y is unsatisfiable, ~p
falsifies K. Using the reasoning of Lemma 1, one can transform ~p to an assign-
ment ~p′ satisfying ({K} ∪ (F \ {Ctrg}))~y and literal l(w). (The assignment ~p′ is
obtained from ~p by flipping values assigned to variables of X.) This means that ~p′
satisfies Ctrg too and hence (K ∧ F )~y is satisfiable. So, we have a contradiction.
B Assignment Order
Consider the problem of taking F1 out of the scope of quantifiers in ∃X[F1 ∧ F2]
used in Sections 7-9 to present START . As usual, Y denotes the unquantified
variables of F1∧F2. As we mentioned earlier, START does not assign a variable
of X until every variable of Y is assigned. The reason for that is explained in
Footnote 7. This order constraint apply to both decision and implied assignments
(derived during BCP). This means that START may have to delay an implied
assignment. Suppose, for instance, that C = y1 ∨ x2 is a clause of F1 ∧ F2 and
y1 is assigned 0. In a regular BCP procedure, one can immediately derive the
assignment x2 = 1. However, in START , such an assignment is delayed if there
are unassigned variables of Y .
As far as assignment delaying is concerned, one can classify all decision levels
of START into three groups: Y -levels, the YX -level and X-levels. An Y -level
consists of a decision assignment to a variable of Y (unless it is decision level
number 0) and implied assignments to variables of Y derived from clauses de-
pending only on Y . All implied assignments to variables of X are delayed at
this level. The YX -level is the decision level where the last variable of Y is as-
signed. At this point, START makes all assignments to variables of X delayed
at Y -levels. An X-level consists only of assignments to variables of X.
C Correctness of START
In this appendix, we give a proof that START is correct. Let START be used to
take F1 out of the scope of quantifiers in ∃X[F1(X,Y ) ∧ F2(X,Y )]. In Subsec-
tion C.2, we show that START is sound. Then we discuss the following problem.
The current implementation of START may produce duplicate clauses. In Sub-
section C.1, we give a simple solution to this problem. In Subsection C.3, we
show that the versions of START that do not produce duplicate clauses are
complete.
C.1 Avoiding generation of duplicate clauses
In this subsection, we make the following two points. First, the PrvRed procedure
(called in the main loop of START to prove redundancy of an X-clause of F1)
cannot generate a duplicate of a clause that is currently in F1 ∧ F2. Second,
PrvRed can generate a duplicate of an X-clause of F1 that was proved redundant
earlier and so removed from the formula. This can potentially lead to looping.
Fortunately, this problem can be easily fixed by a slight modification of START .
We did not implement this modification yet since no looping was observed on
the formulas we used in experiments of Section 10. (However, we did observe
looping on some random formulas we used to verify the soundness of START ,
see Appendix E).
The reason why PrvRed does not generate a duplicate of a clause currently
present in F1∧F2 is as follows. First, PrvRed does not remove any clauses. Even
if the target clause Ctrg of some recursive call is proved redundant by deriving
a certificate, it stays in the formula. (In this case, PrvRed simply ignores it
in BCP.) Second, PrvRed cannot derive a clause C ′′ implied by a clause C ′ of
F1 ∧ F2 for the same reason such a derivation cannot be done by a SAT-solver.
Namely, an assignment derived from C ′ by BCP would have satisfied a clause
C∗ involved in derivation of C ′′ before C∗ became unit. So, derivation of C ′′ by
resolution would not be possible.
Suppose that an X-clause C ′ of F1 is proved redundant in the main loop
of START . Since C ′ is removed from the formula, START may actually derive
(and add to the formula) a clause C ′′ that is identical to C ′. A simple solution
to this problem is to split C ′′ on a variable yi ∈ Y such that yi 6∈ Vars(C ′′). The
idea here is to replace the X-clause C ′′ with X-clauses C ′′ ∨ yi and C ′′ ∨ yi. So
instead of one old clause one derives two new clauses.
Now suppose that Y ⊂Vars(C ′′) and so there are no variables of Y to split
on. Then one can do the following. Let B~y denote the clause consisting of the
literals l(w) of C ′′ where w ∈ Y . Let ~y be the full assignment to Y falsifying B~y.
To prove redundancy of C ′′ one can run a SAT-solver to check the satisfiability of
formula (F1 ∨ F2)~y. If this formula is unsatisfiable, then B~y is implied by F1∧F2
and is a participant-certificate of redundancy of C ′′. (So, B~y needs to be a added
to the formula.) Let (F1 ∨ F2)~y be satisfiable and ~p be a satisfying assignment
such that ~y ⊆ ~p. Then one can form a witness-certificate K equal to B~y ∨ l(w)
were w ∈ X, and l(w) is a literal of C ′′ satisfied by ~p. The clause K obviously
implies C ′′ in subspace ~y. Besides, K is es-implied by F1 ∧F2 with respect to Y .
C.2 START is sound
Our proof of soundness consists of two steps. First, we argue that whenever
START adds/removes a clause it preserves the equisatisfiability of the current
formula F1 ∧F2 for every full assignment ~y to Y . Second, we show that the first
step guarantees that the solution produced by START is correct.
The claim of the first step is based on the following three observations.
• Resolution is sound. So, a clause obtained by resolving clauses of F1 ∧ F2 is
implied by the latter.
• Proposition 2 entails that the es-clause C generated when the current target
clause is blocked is es-implied by F1∧F2. So any clause obtained by resolving
C and clauses of F1 ∧ F2 is es-implied by the latter as well.
• A clause Ctrg is removed from F1 ∧ F2 when the former is implied by a
certificate K. The clause K is es-implied or implied by F1∧F2. So removing
Ctrg preserves the equisatisfiability of F1 ∧ F2.
Let F ini1 and F
ini
2 denote the initial formulas F1 and F2. Let F
∗
1 (Y ) consist
of the clauses depending only on Y that were present in F ini1 or were generated
by START by resolution using clauses of F ini1 . The claim of the second step is
based on the following two observations.
• Any clause C(Y ) es-implied by F1 ∧ F2 with respect to Y is implied by
F1 ∧ F2.
• When START terminates, all X-clauses of F ini1 or X-clauses generated using
clauses of F ini1 are removed as redundant. So ∃X[F ini1 ∧F ini2 ]≡∃X[F1 ∧ F2] ≡
F ∗1 ∧ ∃X[F2]. Formula F2 consists only of clauses of F ini2 and clauses gener-
ated by START that are es-implied by F1 ∧F2. Besides, none of the clauses
used to generate new clauses of F2 has been removed. Hence, these clauses
are also es-implied by F ∗1 ∧ F ini2 . So, ∃X[F ini1 ∧ F ini2 ] ≡ F ∗1 ∧ ∃X[F ini2 ].
C.3 START is complete
In this section, we show the completeness of the versions of START that do not
generate duplicate clauses. (An example of such a version is given in the previous
subsection). The completeness of START follows from the fact that
• some backtracking condition of PrvRed is always met when assigning vari-
ables of X ∪ Y ;
• the number of times START calls PrvRed (to prove redundancy of the cur-
rent target clause) is finite;
• the number of steps performed by one call of PrvRed is finite.
First, let us show that PrvRed always meets a backtracking condition. Let ~y
be a full assignment to Y . If formula (F1∧F2)~y is unsatisfiable, a clause of F1∧F2
gets falsified when ~y is extended by assigning the variables of X or earlier. This
triggers a backtracking condition.
Now assume that (F1∧F2)~y is satisfiable. Let Ctrg be the target clause of the
last recursive call of PrvRed . Let ~p be a full assignment to X∪Y satisfying F1∧F2
obtained by extending the assignment ~y. Let l(w) be the literal of a variable
w ∈ Vars(Ctrg) ∩X that is in Ctrg . Assume that PrvRed assigns variables of X
as in ~p. Suppose that an assignment w = b of ~p satisfies l(w) and hence Ctrg .
First, assume that w = b is derived from a clause C of F1 ∧ F2 that is currently
unit. (Recall that START does not make decision assignments satisfying Ctrg .)
This means that C implies Ctrg in the current subspace and a backtracking
condition is met. Now, consider the worse case scenario: all the variables of X
but w are already assigned and the value of w is not derived from a clause of
F1∧F2. Then Ctrg is blocked at variable w. Indeed, assume the contrary i.e. there
is a clause C that contains the literal l(w) and is not satisfied yet. That is all
the literals of C other than l(w) are falsified by ~p. Then ~p cannot be a satisfying
assignment because it falsifies either clause Ctrg or clause C (depending on how
the variable w is assigned). So even in the worst case scenario, Ctrg gets blocked
before all variables of X ∪ Y are assigned.
Now let us show that PrvRed is called a finite number of times. By our
assumption, START does not generate clauses seen before. So, the number of
times PrvRed is called in the main loop of START (see Figure 1) is finite. PrvRed
recursively calls itself when the current target clause Ctrg becomes unit. The
number of such calls is finite (since the number of clauses that can be resolved
with Ctrg on its unassigned variable is finite). The clause Ctrg is satisfied by
PrvRed before a recursive call. So a clause cannot be used as a target more than
once on a path of the search tree. Thus, the number of recursive calls made by
PrvRed invoked in the main loop of START is finite.
When working with a particular target clause Ctrg , PrvRed examines a finite
search tree. (Here we ignore the steps taken by recursive calls of PrvRed). So
the number of steps performed by PrvRed when operating on Ctrg is finite.
D Generation Of Circuits Used In Experiments
In this appendix, we explain
• how the circuit N used in experiments is created from the transition relation
M of an HWMCC-10 benchmark and
• how the subset X ′ of input variables X of N used in the experiments is
formed.
Fig. 5: Cut T and
circuit MT
Let M(X,Y, Z) be the circuit specifying the transi-
tion relation of an HWMCC-10 benchmark. Here X,Y, Z
specify the input, internal and output variables of M . Let
F (X,Y, Z) be a formula specifying the circuit M . Check-
ing if an input constraint G(X) preserves the range of M
is an instance of PQE. Namely, it reduces to verifying the
redundancy of G in ∃W [G ∧ F ] where W = X ∪ Y .
To decrease the size of the circuit to consider, we used
the following idea. Let T be a set of gates forming a cut
in M (see Fig. 5). Let MT (X,YT , ZT ) be the subcircuit of
M located below T . A nice property of the circuit MT is
that if G(X) preserves the range of MT , it does the same
for M (although the opposite may not be true). Thus,
instead of checking redundancy of G in ∃W [G ∧ F ], one can check that of G in
∃WT [G ∧ FT ]. Here WT = X ∪ YT and FT (X,YT , ZT ) is a formula specifying
MT . So, in the experiments we used the circuit MT instead of M i.e. MT is the
circuit N mentioned in Section 10.
Fig. 6: Cut input x
In experiments, we formed the cut T of M from gates
with topological levels14 less or equal to k. Suppose that
an input x ∈ X feeds a gate G whose topological level is
greater than k (see Fig. 6). We will refer to x as a cut
input. In this case, a buffer B whose input is fed by x is
added to MT . The output of B becomes a new output of
MT . We will refer to x ∈ X as a non-cut input if it does
not feed a gate with topological level greater than k. To
form the cut T of M we picked the smallest value of k ≥ 5
for which at least one of the two conditions held
• the number of non-cut inputs was greater than 50
• at least 5% of inputs were non-cut ones.
We took into consideration only non-cut inputs because constraining a cut
input x obviously changed the range of MT (due to the buffer B fed by x).
So, when picking the subset of X ′ of inputs to constrain we used only non-cut
ones. Namely, X ′ consisted of all non-cut input variables if their number was less
or equal to 50. Otherwise, we formed X ′ by picking the first 50 non-cut input
variables listed in the description of the circuit M .
Table 4 shows statistics for some circuits MT used in the experiments. For
every circuit of Table 4, START solved at least one of 2 ∗ |X ′| PQE problems
14 The topological level of a gate of circuit M is defined recursively as follows. The
topological level of an input of M is 0. The topological level of a gate G of M is
equal to the maximum level among the fanin gates of G plus 1.
with the time limit of 1 sec. The first column gives the name of the HWMCC-10
benchmark specifying a transition relation M . The following three columns show
the size of MT in terms of the number of gates, inputs and outputs. The last
column gives the number of topological levels in MT (i.e. the value k above). To
give a more realistic picture of the size of circuits MT , Table 4 does not include
the trivial logic introduced via buffers B. Namely, the number of gates of MT
given in Table 4 does not include buffers B. The number of inputs of MT does
not include those that feed only buffers B. The number of outputs of MT does
not include those introduced via adding buffers B.
E Verifying A Solution To PQE By A Sat-Solver
Table 4: A sample of circuits MT
name #gates #inps #outs #lvls
bobsmmem 8,340 2,538 2,366 5
bobtuttt 7,146 2,890 1,000 5
bobsynth00 6,817 2,658 2,617 5
pdtvissfeistel 5,942 429 1,335 8
bobpcihm 4,968 1,300 1,516 5
139443p24 3,599 531 1,089 5
pdtpmsvsa16a 3,131 376 1,053 5
neclaftp4001 2,530 917 1,788 10
pdtswvqis8x8p0 2,240 109 1,014 13
pdtvisbakery3 1,826 39 400 18
pdtvisblackjack4 1,689 108 632 14
To increase confidence in the correct-
ness of our implementation of START ,
we verified its solutions on 500,000
PQE problems generated randomly. We
used formulas large enough to exer-
cises every part of the START code
and small enough for a SAT-based ver-
ifier to check the solution produced by
START . (We will refer to this verifier
as VerSol .) The size of the formulas
ranged from 30 to 50 variables and from
60 to 100 clauses.
Let F ∗1 (Y ) be a solution to the prob-
lem of taking F1 out of the scope of quantifiers in ∃X[F1(X,Y ) ∧ F2(X,Y )] i.e.
F ∗1 ∧ ∃X[F2] ≡ ∃X[F1 ∧ F2]. First, for every clause C ∈ F ∗1 , VerSol checks if
F1∧F2 ⇒ C. This reduces to testing the satisfiability of F1∧F1∧C. Then VerSol
checks redundancy of X-clauses of F1 one by one. Namely, given an X-clause
C ∈ F1, VerSol checks if C is redundant in ∃X[F ∗1 ∧ F1 ∧ F2]. If not, then the
solution F ∗1 is incorrect. Otherwise, C is removed from F1 and a new X-clause
of F1 is picked (unless every X-clause is already removed from F1).
Checking redundancy of C ∈ F1 by a SAT-solver is based on the follow-
ing observation. Let ~p be a full assignment to X ∪ Y satisfying F ∗1 ∪ (F1 \
{C}) ∪ F2 and falsifying C. Let ~y be a full assignment to Y such that ~y ⊆ ~p. If
(F ∗1 ∧ F1 ∧ F2)~y is unsatisfiable, then C is not redundant in ∃X[F ∗1 ∧ F1 ∧ F2]
(because (F ∗1 ∧ F1 ∧ F2)~y becomes satisfiable after removing C). So verification
of redundancy of C reduces to enumerating assignments ~p satisfying F ∗1 ∧G1 ∧
F2 ∧C where G1 = F1 \ {C} and checking if (F ∗1 ∧ F1 ∧ F2)~y is satisfiable where
~y ⊆ ~p and Vars(~y) = Y .
